
From the creators of the Life Model’s 
Thriving Community Program, join us 
LIVE with Ed & Maritza Khouri and 
David & Jan Takle.

Sponsored by:

THRIVING  DC  2013
   Finding Joy and Peace in a Power-Hungry World
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Healing Center International.  Learn 
more about our emerging network of 
local centers of healing and maturing 
community at our Network Dinner, 
Thursday August 29th,  6:30-8:30pm.

Healing Service. We hope to have a 
healing service one night at a local 
church near the hotel. Details to follow.

Thriving Community!   You can 
register as a bonded pair (husband-
wife, mother-daughter, sister-brother, 
lifelong friend) or we will place 
individuals in groups of three or four.  
Join in safe, transparent, authentic 
community without becoming anxious 
or overwhelmed.

Conference Requirements.  You need 
to have taken Restarting or Forming 
prior to this conference.  Ideally, you 
are an individual, or couple, that has 
already grown some capacity and is 
looking to build upon this foundation.  
Contact us for more information on 
how to meet this requirement, if you 
haven’t already done so.  

helping people everywhere form centers of healing, maturing 
community where they can experience the God who heals today.

Registration: 
Space is limited! 
Registration includes 
4 days of teaching, 
application, snacks and 
lunch.

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL 
$325 per person 
until June 7. 

$375 per person 
June 8 - August 19.  

Register today at
 http://godhealstoday.org/

Location & Lodging: 
Hilton Garden Inn 
3950 Fair Ridge Drive
Fairfax, VA 22033   

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL 
Limited number 
of rooms available 
Thursday through 
Monday for $49/night. 
To reserve a room, call 
the Hilton hotel at
(703) 385-7774, using 
code TDC.  

THE 
VISION...



Ed and Maritza Khouri, Co-Founders of “Equipping 
Hearts for the Harvest”, bring together nearly 50 years of 
combined experience in ministry, addiction and trauma 
recovery.  Their approach is unique because they share an 
extensive background of professional training and counseling 
experience as well as significant ministry training in relational, 
life-giving practices.  Their classes combine recent advances in 
neuroscience with exercises to help participants grow in their 
relationship with Jesus to create a unique, fresh and innovative 
approach to helping people recover from attachment  and 

maturity deficits.  They are passionate about helping people connect deeply to God and each other so 
they can experience the relational joy that God intended us to have. Their own inspiring testimonies and 
joy-filled marriage is contagious and demonstrates how God helped them overcome the devastation of 
addiction, trauma and abuse.

David and Jan Takle are passionate about God’s 
desire to restore and renew lives. Since 1985 they have been 
pursuing their own restoration and recovery, and know from 
first-hand experience the amazing work that God wants to do 
in us and for us. Their ministry is deeply rooted in the belief that 
relationship is central to life: connecting to God, connecting to 
others and even connecting to ourselves. Both David and Jan 
are ordained: David holds a Master of Divinity and Jan holds a 
Master of Social Work. David has authored several books and 
is the creator of Forming: Change by Grace, a course in spiritual 

formation that is one of the Thriving Community modules. David has a way of making deeper truths more 
accessible, and Jan enjoys making theoretical ideas practical and real.

Join us for four full days of 
relational brain training in the 
DC area!  Here are some of the 
conference highlights:

Experiential exercises that will •	
help you connect to God and 
the ones you love, including 
synchronized dancing and time 
to quiet and connect to God.  

Learn how to be a strong •	
protector (like Jesus) who sees 
weakness with compassion.

Learn how to build both joy and •	
quiet, with others and with God.

Deepen your connection with •	
God:  interacting with Him, 
experiencing His presence, 
hearing His voice and knowing 
His heart.  

Discover and practice building •	
bridges to experiencing greater 
intimacy with God. 

Learn how to work with •	
weakness in families, churches, 
and the workplace.

WHAT TO EXPECT

In our fast-paced world even Christians can get caught up in competing for power and control. We want to have 

it all together. But Christ beckons us to travel another road with him, a life centered on relationships 
where rhythms of peace and joy naturally flourish. At this conference, you will not be exhausted 

by content-heavy teaching. Instead you will learn and then experience what you are being taught 
through refreshing, relational exercises that make doing what you’ve been taught natural and easy. 
You will experience joy and peace as you train your brain in new life-giving practices you can take home with you. 

OUR SPEAKERS


